The “Jacko Award” (with apologies to Banjo Paterson)
There was a sadness in Ian’s heart, for the word had come on down
That certain treasures must be away,
And these included a favourite bird—he was worth but a few pound,
Yet still his feelings raced away.
So he spared the bird its ending and carried it afar,
Where “Wagga” took it on tho’ flawed,
And Craig added a pedestal – a perch. The highest bar,
Sought by all as the “Jacko Award”.
Ian Jackson from the ANU’s School of Earth Science rescued the
now familiar galah from his domestic rubbish and, when he chaired
the organising committee of “Wagga 2007”, offered it up as a
tangible, perpetual award for what is usually an exceptional, amusing
or quirky event that takes place during a particular meeting. Craig
Marshall was its first recipient and generously took it upon himself
to place the galah on its now familiar pedestal. The name of each
meeting’s Jacko Award recipient (and what it was awarded for) is
engraved on a badge and attached to the wooden pedestal.

The “Jacko Award” (Heike Gherke, 2015)

List of winners since Wagga 2007
2007 Craig Marshall [Scitek] “For attending many many Wagga meetings as an exhibitor”.
2008 John Cashion [Monash] “For the most Gala(h)s at Wagga meetings”.
2009 Klaus-Dieter Liss [ANSTO] “For the most dubious joke and the most Q-uestionable poster”.
2010 David Williams [ANU] “For having the ‘Biggest Balls’ – an aspect of his presentation
on multiblock copolymers”.
2011 Wayne Hutchison [UNSW Canberra] “For being the most prolific contributor
with the most diverse set of co-authors”.
2012 Trevor Finlayson [Melbourne] “For many years and too many bad jokes as Trivia Master”.
2013 Nigel Marks [Curtin] “For his inter‘Galah’ctical presentation on Carbon Onions into Nanodiamonds”.
2014 Trevor Finlayson [Melbourne] “For a most uninformative poster on W-Cu”.
2015	
   Wataru Koshibae [RIKEN] “For a colorful, animated and entertaining invited talk on Skyrmions”.
Loud applause was received for his humorous announcement that ‘I never touch equipment’.	
  
2016 Daniel Sando [UNSW Sydney] “For his spirited rendition of Alouette at the Trivia night”.
2017 Graham Bowden [Southampton] and William Bowden “For the surprise reveal of Graham’s son,
aka Dr Edwin Chance from the University of Glasgow”.

2018 Annalena Wolff [QUT] “For finding a scientific solution to the problem of an unwanted eight-legged
room-mate”.

